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Believe It
By Nick Foles

Setting- On the football field in Philadelphia, in
his home of Philly, and Minnesota

Published: 2018



Nick has to overcome so
much to get where he is

today. He had to rehab while
injured, go through

heartbrakes, and worse of all
deal with greif.

A

Is for Adversity



When ever Nick and his
wife Tori felt stresed they
would read to cope. This
was something Nick felt

was very important.

B
Is for Books



C
Is for Coverage

Since Nick is a NFL
Quarterback he has to

read different coverages.
The defense mixes them

up to try and confuse him.



Nick was a back up Qb
starting in the Super

Bowl. No one had
hope that he would
win or even make it

that far.

D
Is for Doubted



E
is for Eagles

Nick played for the
Eagles in the city of

brotherly love.
Everyone loved him

and his family and he
got so much support.



Tori, Duke, and
Lily are all family
for Nick. He loves
them more than

anything they
love him.

F
is for Family



Nick showed a
ton of grit on and

of the field. He
said that he had
to have grit for

just about
everything.

G
is for Grit



H
is for Highs

From birth Nick
was fightinf for

his life. He had to
hit lows to get to

his highs.



Tori always
imagined that she

would have a
husband who was
as caring as Nic. 

 They both are
foever thankful.

I
is for Imagine



Nic's journey was
very different. He
was struggling to
begain with and

him being a
champion at one

point is great.

J
is for journey



K
is for Kick

Foles wasn't
always Qb. He

was a kicker going
into highschoolo.



L
is for Lily

Lily is his little
daughter that he
loves so much.
She plays a big
part in his life.



Behind all the
accolades is a lot

of cash and
money. His hard
work got him all
the money he's

earned.

M
is for Money



This is the sports
complex that he

would train at. It's
also the Eagles

training care
facility.

N
is for Novacare



Growing up Tori
had a small

buisness and it
was open 24/7.

When Nic made it
to the big league
she stopped it.

O
is for Open



This is the place
where Nick would
spend most of his

career. He was
also drafted by

Philly.

P
is for

Philadelphia



Nick wasn't the
quickest on the

field but he was a
quick decision

maker. His
teamates said

that her is very
smart.

Q
is for Quick



Nick grew up in a
very wealthy

house hold. Tori
on the other hand

was a little
different.

R
is for Rich



Along with
hardwork, Nicks

skills are a big
reason he's in the
pro's. He is also a

very good guy.

S
is for Skillful



is for
Thankfulness

Nick said he's
thankful for

everyone who's
helped him. He
couldn't ask for

more.

T



Tori has a special
connection with

her uncle. He was
always at her

events and she
looked up to him.

U
is for Uncle



Nick is known for
his crazy speed

when throwing a
football. His

reicevers even
said it hurts to

catch sometimes.

V
is for Velocity



Nick has always
been a winner

and losing wasn't
in his vocabulary.

He won the
superbowl so he

is a winner.

W
is for Winner



He loves all music
but he's really

good at the
xylophone.

People look at
this as a hidden

talent.

X
is for Xylephone



When Nick finally
got down on one
knee and asked

Tori said yes.
They got married

and had 2
children.

Y
is for Yes



This was a term
that Nick would

use a lot. He said
whenever

something was
good.

Z
is for Zing


